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1. Integral and absolute continuity and the local problem

Definition 1.1. A bounded subset Q of R77 is called a Lipschitz
domain if for any a e Q\Q, there exists an open neighborhood U

of a in R", a coordinate system (isometric to the canonical one)

(x*9xn} <= (Ou, ...,xn-i)>xn), and a Lipschitz continuous function
cp : R77-1 - R such that

Q n U {(x'9xn); cp(x') ^ xn} n U

Also, if the new coordinates are actually obtained by permuting the canonical

ones, then Q is called a simple Lipschitz domain.
o

Note that, the border of the domain Q, bQ: Q\Q, is either the empty
set or a (n - 1)-dimensional Lipschitz submanifold of R" (assumed with the

standard induced orientation).
Let now Q be a Lipschitz domain in R" and co an open set in R77-1.

A locally bi-Lipschitz mapping cp : co - Q is called Lipschitz embedding
provided cp maps co homeomorphically onto cp(co). Furthermore, if S is a

topological space, h: S x co -* Q is called a continuous family of Lipschitz
embeddings if hs : - h(s, * is a Lipschitz embedding for each fixed s e S,

and if the mappings

9 hs
(1.1) S 3 s^ — e L00(co, loc), I 1, ,..s n - 1

0X/

are continuous. Here L00 (co,loc) is endowed with the usual (Fréchet) topology
given by uniform convergence on compact subsets of co. Throughout this

paper S will actually always be a locally closed subspace of some R^.
Let Ll (Q, loc) stand for the vector space of differential forms with locally

integrable coefficients on Q. We consider this space endowed with the
usual (locally convex) topology.

Definition 1.2. A complex-valued (n - \)-form u defined on Q
is called integrally continuous if:

(1) the form u is locally (n - \)-integrable, i.e. cpis locally
integrable on co for any Lipschitz embedding cp : co - Q;

(2) the mapping S 3 s m- h* u e Ll (co, loc) is continuous, for any
continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings h: S x co - Q.

Examples. Let u(~ 1)'"1 Uidxxa• • • a£c, a • • • a be
a (n -l)-form on Q where, as usual, the symbol under the "hat" is
omitted in the product.
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(1) If for 1^/^/7 the functions ut | c are fi„_ !-integrable for any compact

set C C Q having \in_ i (C) < + oo, then u is locally (n - l)-integrable.
In particular, this is the case if are locally bounded.

(2) Suppose that there exists a set A C Q of zero (n - 1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure such that u( |

(ßV4) is continuous (in the induced
topology) and W/|c^(q\a) is \^n-\ integrable for any l^i^n and any
compact set C C Q having \xn-\ (C) < + oo. Then u is integrally continuous
as well.

(3) For n 1, a (n - l)-form u is a function and, in this case, the
form u is integrally continuous if and only if the function u is continuous.

Recall the usual exterior derivative operator d. The main result of this
section is the following.

Theorem 1.3. Consider a Lipschitz domain Q in R". Let u be

an integrally continuous (n - \)-form on Q and let f be a locally
integrable n-form on Q. The following are equivalent.

(1) For any compact Lipschitz domain K c Q we have \QKu \\Kf.
(2) For any rectangle Q e we have \§Qu ffQf.
(3) du f in the distribution sense on Q.

Before we proceed with the proof of this theorem, we shall prove a

lemma. To state it, we need some more notation. Let x be a positive,
smooth, function supported in the closed unit ball in R" and normalized
such that \\^n%dx 1. For s > 0, set Qg : {x eRn; dist(x, 0Q) > s} and,

for any Oel1 (Q, loc), set

It is a well-known fact that ®£ e C°°(Q8) and that ®£-> ® in loc)

as s tends to zero. For a locally integrable form u on Q, uz is defined

componentwise.

Lemma 1.4. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in Rn and let u be

an integrally continuous (n - l)-form on Q. Then:

(1) ueLl(Q, loc);

(2) (p*w£->(p*w in Ll(co, loc) as s approaches zero, for any
o

Lipschitz embedding (p : co - Q.

o

<Mx):= <D(x-ey)%{y)dy, x e Q,e

o
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Proof. For each sufficiently small 8 > 0, fixed for the moment, consider

the continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

h: Qs x coE 9 (x, t) H- (xi + tlf + tn-X,xn)

where Qs, defined above, stands for the space of parameters and co£ stands

for a suitably small, open neighborhood of the cube [- s, s]"_1. Obviously,

(h*u)(t) 0(X! + tu ...9xn-i + tn-i,xn)dtx a • • • Adtn-l9 for some

function O. Since u is integrally continuous, the function

Oe (x) : s1I O (Xi + 11, xn _ i + tn-1, xn)dti a • • • a dtn- i
J [-8,6]«"!

is continuous on Q8. For any small, fixed x„, the Lebesgue differentiation

theorem yields that Os( •, x„) -> O(•, xn), as s 0, almost

everywhere with respect to the (n — 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure
o

on {x' e R"~1 ; (xr, xn) e Q}. Using Fubini's theorem we infer that
Oe -> O, as s - 0, almost everywhere on Q. Thus, O is ^„-measurable.

Next, let Q Q' x Qn be a rectangle in R"_1 x R which is contained
o

in Q, and consider the continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

k: Qnx Q' 3 (xn,x') (x\xn) e Q

Hence, k* u <!>(•, xn)dxi a • • • a dxn_ i. As u is integrally continuous,
the mapping

Qn 3 xnr-> I I 0(x', xn) I dxi a • • • a^_j
J Q'

is continuous. In particular, the iterated integral

f| ®(xf, xn) I dx' a dxn
Q'

is finite. By Fubini's theorem, it follows that O is integrable on Q.

Now, if u= 1)'~1 Uidxi a • • • a dxt a • • • a dxn the above
reasoning gives that ux O is integrable on Q. Likewise, u2,...,un are
integrable on g, and u is thus locally integrable on Q.

To conclude the proof of (1) it suffices to show that any a e Q\à has
a compact neighborhood K in R" such that u is integrable onlnQ. To
see this, there is no loss of generality assuming that K is so that

K n Q {(x\xn)\x' e Q', <p(x') ^ x„ ^ (p(jc') + 8}
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where Q' is a rectangle in R*~ f, (p: R"~1 -> R is a Lipschitz function,
and s > 0 is some fixed, sufficiently small number. This time we take the
continuous family of Lipschitz embeddings

h': [0, s] x Q' s (s,x') (x', cp(x') + s) e Q

and proceed as before. Hence, (1) follows.
To see (2), let u £ ni l - 1)' ~1 ut dxx a • • • a dxt a • • • a dxn in Q, so

that we have cp*w (Ef.(t// o ^>)^i)dtl a • • • Adt„-i, where Of- are
measurable functions, locally (essentially) bounded on co. Similarly,

(£/((«/)8 ° Cp)4»i)^iA ••• /\d
Given a compact subset C of co, we consider the continuous family of

Lipschitz embeddings (s, 0 <p(0 - $» where t lies in an open
neighborhood of C and s lies in a small open ball centered at the origin of R".
Let also 0 > 0 be an arbitrary, fixed number. By the integral continuity
of u, there exists 8 > 0 such that

(1.2) I «.(<p(0 - sjO^/CO - S M,-Op(0)«MO
/ 1 / 1

X(y)dt < 0

for all I j I < 1 and 0 < s < 6. Since, by (1), the functions u, are locally
o

integrable on Q, the function

s" I '
j e>0,

o

is locally integrable on co x Q. Integrating (1.2) against dy over the closed

unit ball in R" and then changing the order of integration, we obtain

I I cp*ws - (p*w I d\in-1 ^ cnQ

for some cn> 0 depending only on n. Since 0 > 0 was arbitrary, the proof
of the lemma is therefore complete.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Obviously (1) implies (2). Next, assume that (2)
o

holds and let Q be an arbitrary rectangle in Rn contained in Q. It is then

straightforward to see that, for a sufficiently small 8 > 0,

[ "s » [[ /e
Jae ]]/
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Since ue is smooth, the standard form of Stokes formula gives that

\\0du& ff0/e. As Q was arbitrarily chosen, we see that duz /E on Qe

and, hence, by letting s go to zero, du — f in the distribution sense on Q.

Thus, (2) =* (3).

Finally, we consider the implication (3) => (1). Using a smooth partition of
unity, it is not difficult to see that matters can be reduced to verifying (1.1)

in the following cases:

(i) the support of u is included in the interior of K;

(ii) the domain K has the form

(1.3) {(*',**) e [0, l]"-1 x [0, 1];xn < (p(x')}

for some Lipschitz function cp : R"-1 (0, 1).

We present the proof in the second case, as the proof the first case goes

along the same lines and is somewhat simpler. Let us first note that, if Ke

is as in (1.3) except that (p has been replaced by ecp, with 0 < 8 < 1, on account
of the integral continuity of u we have

u lim I u
aK ]§KZ

Hence, it suffices to prove the statement with Ke in place of K or, in other
words, assuming that the compact domain K from (1.2) is actually contained

o

in Q. Furthermore, since by (1) due f& on Qs for all 8 > 0, and since

î H îî /s"îî f
Jak Jdx JJK JJX

as s -> 0 (the first convergence utilizes the integral continuity of «), there is

no loss in generality if we assume that u and / are smooth forms in a
neighborhood of K.

Consider now the bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism

Ä:[0, 1]"3 (x\xn) ^ (x',xnq)(x')) e K

From the change of variable formula ([Fe3], Theorem 3.2.3, p. 243) we have

u I h*u
ak J a [o, l] «

Also, a routine calculation shows that

(h*u) v(x',x„)+ I J w;(x',x„)8,cp(x')J dxx a • • •
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where the coefficients of the (n - l)-form u as well as (w/)/ are Lipschitz
functions. Clearly, the usual Stokes formula on [0, 1]" holds for u whereas,

for 1 ^ i ^ n - 1,

O/U', 1) - Wi(x', 0))di(p(x')dx'

ndwt(x', xn)
§i$(x')dx' Adxn

[0)i]/7-i dx„

Consequently, the Stokes formula holds for h*u on [0, 1]", so that

u I h*u \ I d(h*u) I 1 h*(du)
dK J 8[0, 1]" J J [0, 1] " J J [0, 1] "

IL,/'''!!/
and the proof is complete.

Definition 1.5. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in R". An integrally
continuous {n — I)-form u on Q is called absolutely continuous on Q

o

if d(u I q), taken in the distribution sense, is integrable on K for any
compact subset K of D.

Note that if u Z/Li(_ 1 utdxi a • • • a.clxi a • • • a dxn and ut are,
for instance, locally Lipschitz on Q, then u is absolutely continuous on Q.

A simple consequence of Theorem 1.3 and of the above definition is

the next.

Theorem 1.6. If K is a compact Lipschitz domain in R" and u

is an absolutely continuous (n - I)-form on K, then

u I I du
dK i i k

2. Characterizations of the pluridimensional absolute continuity

Theorem 1.3 suggests the possibility of characterizing pluridimensional
absolute continuity of (n - l)-forms in a way similar to Lebesgue's definition

of absolute continuity of functions on the real line (i.e. without involving the

exterior derivative operator). This is made precise in the following theorem.
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